NEWSLETTER number 25
SPECIAL EDITION July 2020
News and stories from around the Royal Parks
Welcome to the special edition of the Royal Parks Guild newsletter
For those who don’t know me, I am Mike Fitt, chair of the Guild which is a membership
organisation supporting the Royal Parks.
In normal times, the Guild, amongst other things, organises events for its members, alongside
a newsletter to keep members in touch. As we all know, these are not normal times and it is
clear the Royal Parks team have been under enormous pressure in keeping the parks
maintained, accessible and safe during the Covid-19 lockdown.
For three months we all came to our doorsteps to clap in admiration of those key workers
who kept the wheels turning during this difficult period. The Royal Parks have their own key
workers, across many disciplines, whose dedication and commitment meant the parks remained open to all. I am
sure we all share that weekly applause with them as thanks for stepping up to the plate in ensuring people could
visit these historic parks. This feat was also performed by many, across the capital’s green spaces, who also deserve
praise.
This newsletter is a tribute to everyone who played
their part in keeping the Royal Parks open despite
the challenges that were encountered. In the spirit
of the community coming together, which was one
positive aspect of the current situation, this special
edition of the Guild newsletter is being circulated to
all those who have a sense of connection or
involvement with the parks.
I hope the following pages will give you an insight
into the life of the parks during the lockdown, which
culminated in a floral tribute to NHS staff. Included
in this edition are a message from the Royal Parks
The Royal Parks
CEO Andrew Scattergood, stories from the parks,
tales from the past and a quiz to test your knowledge of Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens. Your feedback on the
newsletter would be most welcome to chairman@trpg.org.uk

A message from the Guild’s new vice chair, Ruth Holmes
The start of 2020 seems a long time ago but I have been doubly honoured and
humbled. Firstly, by becoming vice chair of the Royal Parks Guild and secondly by being
made a Fellow of the Landscape Institute. I feel I have huge shoes to fill following on from
David Ivison who has been vice chair of the Guild for I do not know how long and doing
an incredible job. I am sure everyone would join me in saying a huge thanks to David on
all he has achieved in the role; projects, publications, newsletters, website and IT to name
but a few! David decided to stand down from the role to concentrate on the research
which is his passion shared with Claire, his wife. I am sure we are going to see more
amazing stories coming from them both in the future; similar to the fascinating research about the first woman
parachutist who made her initial jump in Richmond Park!
The Guild has a valuable part to play in the life of the Royal Parks; bringing people together who have a love of the
parks, and using our members’ expertise and enthusiasm in support of the parks. As vice chair, I look forward to
collaborating with colleagues in helping to shape the Guild’s future over the coming years.
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‘By working together, we’ve kept the parks open’, says Andrew Scattergood,
CEO, The Royal Parks
These have been unprecedented times, but by working together we have
succeeded in keeping the parks open throughout lockdown, and I am extremely
grateful to everyone for their continued commitment and dedication to our
organisation. I particularly want to thank those teams who are on the front line
maintaining our incredible parks and keeping them safe for everyone to enjoy. It is
such critical work, bringing so many physical and mental health benefits, but also
such happiness to our visitors.
As we now start to come out of lockdown, the safety and well-being of everyone
who works in our parks, as well as that of our visitors, is of paramount importance.
At the beginning of this crisis, we had to respond at pace to ensure the parks
always reflected the latest government guidance; this meant closing a number of
facilities very quickly, from playgrounds and cafés to car parks and toilets, in order
to make sure the parks were safe and could stay open.
Now a number of our facilities have started to reopen, including golf, tennis,
takeaway kiosks and some toilet blocks, and this has required considerable work from teams across the
organisation, including park management, health and safety, catering, and communications teams. Across all of the
parks we have seen visitor numbers steadily increase over recent weeks, in part due to the gradual relaxation of the
rules around lockdown and in part due to the good weather. We know from our social media channels and the
emails we receive that so many people are feeling the benefits of our great spaces.
However, the significant increase in visitor numbers, at a time when the majority of the facilities that cater for or
support our visitors have been closed or are operating in a reduced capacity, has led to challenges, particularly
around litter, and this has been tough on our park management team and contractors. We need to continue to be
innovative and flexible. Finding ways to make things work and being able to welcome visitors to the parks in a way
that is safe for everyone, and does not have a negative impact on the environment, will be critical over the coming
months.
We are, of course, not alone and remain part of many cross-London groups, all trying to better understand the
impact of this situation but also to learn from each other and work together to consider how facilities can reopen
safely and, importantly, how we can plan to work normally in the future.
These have been challenging times, but we have come together and shown excellence in the work we’ve done. The
parks have been a lifeline for Londoners over the past three months, and it is down to the dedication, passion and
sheer hard work of the different park teams that we have been able to
keep the parks open for anyone who needs them.

‘The show must go on’ - planting the summer bedding in St
James’s Park (above left) and the flower beds in the Italian
Garden, Kensington Gardens get their summer makeover
(above). The removal of oak processionary moth nests in
Bushy Park (left).
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Covid-19 through the lens of the Kensington Gardens and Brompton
Cemetery park management team by Andrew Williams, park manager
It is 2.30pm on Wednesday 10 June. I am writing this note in my front room, complete with
view across a rather scruffy garden (I could do better) and residential street, rather than my
usual view across the historic parkland of Buck Hill in Kensington Gardens. For the past 13
weeks most of my team, cemetery manager excepted as she lives on site, have been forced to
work from home. Safety considerations have limited our on-site attendance to the bare
minimum levels necessary to maintain essential services. It is fair to say we have ticked the
competence box in the use of IT for business communications!
The first few weeks were the most intense period of my working life. The pace of strategic and operational planning
required us to be nimble, quick thinking, resourceful and reactive. Collaboration across the parks directorate has
been fundamental in making effective decisions and influencing our approaches to the emerging issues. Resilience,
adaptability and determination are often overused as character traits; my local team, assisted by our core
landscape contractors who, as many of you will know, are an extension of us, have displayed these in abundance.
They are unsung heroes. Collectively we have ensured our
sites have remained open and thereby facilitated muchneeded public access to open space and the opportunity for
well-being and exercise.

Summer bedding in the Italian Gardens

We reforecast an entire annual budget for each site. We
remodelled numerous work planning scenarios for landscape
maintenance. We debated the relevance of continuing
horticultural endeavour at a time when our priorities were
being driven by public safety. We aligned funerary
operations to government Covid-19 guidance to ensure
immediate interments could continue. We opened gates. We
closed playgrounds, toilets and visitor centres. We cancelled
events. We suspended all volunteering. We erected
numerous reactive and instructional signs at entranceways.
We fed the chickens. We planted seasonal summer bedding.
We updated stakeholders. We created a local issues log
which now has over 280 individual entries charting the
issues, actions and decisions taken. And we took time to take
some rest and relaxation, and diarise time to talk socially;
taking a deep breath and getting to know each other a little
more outside the intensity of working life to balance some of
the pressure.
We celebrated the numerous good wishes from members of
the public pleased that we stayed open, but we have also
despaired as we bear the brunt of far too much shameless
behaviour (littering and fouling) since lockdown has eased.
Looking ahead it is uncertain when we will return to a more
normal state. Work continues to ensure our local offices are
safe for staff to return in greater numbers. We are reengaging some limited aspects of volunteering and
reopening some toilets where safe to do so. We continue to
manage and lead our day-to-day contracting teams.

A rainbow tribute to the NHS

There are positives that can be drawn out from this current
working situation. For example, we speak more often as a
whole team, some team members have been exposed to
operational practices they might not normally be involved in,
and we have caught up with some administrative and back
of house operations. The support of everyone during this
period has, and continues to be, appreciated.
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Mark Wasilewski, park manager, St James’s Park and The Green Park, reflects
on the first weeks of lockdown
While the recent arrival of rain has
been very welcome, one cannot forget
how pleasant spring has been in our
gardens and parks, with unbroken
sunshine on Mother's Day and over
the Easter weekend. Everyone agrees
that it has been the best year for
spring blossom in a long time, perhaps due to the
combination of a wet autumn and mild winter, and with
the advent of very warm weather we went quickly from
cherry blossom to tulip time. We plant in the region of
50,000 tulips in our flower beds each year and some of
our displays
are still
influenced by
my visits many
years ago to
Keukenhof
Gardens in
Holland.
It has been a
bittersweet time. St James's Park has looked lovely, but
in the lockdown so few people have been able to
admire it, while of those that have, we hope they have
been able to find comfort and support among the
flowers and the wildlife at this challenging time.
One of the bonuses for the wildlife is that they have had
the park to themselves, and they seem determined to
enjoy it. Ducks and geese have been sitting out on the
lawns, while our pelicans have taken to sitting on empty
park benches (now they know how long one has to wait
for a park bench to become free!), and they were even
seen walking in single file along Birdcage Walk last
week... and yes, they did use the pelican crossing!
While a buzzard has been spotted over Hyde Park, we

saw a red kite flying low over St James's Park the same
day as Gargi, our only free-flying pelican, decided to go
on a sleepover along the River Thames to Staines. I'm
pleased to say she returned 36 hours later having
enjoyed her adventure, but she didn't seem to care
much for Staines!

As the tulips now start to go over, the wilder areas of
the park have started to come alive with plants such as
wild garlic, red campion and cow parsley, while more
exotic species
such as
Geranium
maderense
(giant herb
Robert) and
Callistemon
(bottlebrush)
have begun to
bring some exotic glamour to the park. Let's see what
this month has to offer.
This article is reproduced from the London In Bloom
newsletter by kind permission of Mark Wasilewski MVO,
Co chair London In Bloom, May 2020.

Mark Wasilewski describes creating the NHS commemorative flowerbeds

The Royal Parks

The feature beds were a result of Royal Parks directors
deciding that it would be appropriate for The Royal Parks to
recognise the massive contribution being made by all NHS
workers during the Covid-19 pandemic. Suggestions were
requested and Rob Dowling (assistant park manager at St
James’s Park) came up with the idea of the NHS logo being
displayed, and the Buckingham Palace beds seemed an
obvious choice given their prominent location, with the two
centre beds on each side of the Mall being redesigned to
feature the logo. Rob agreed the design with Kernock Park
Plants and Mike Jones of R A Meredith (Hyde Park) managed
the logistics, including fitting the pieces together and onward
delivery to St James's Park.
(Continued on page 5)
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Each bed comprises 21,000 plants; the blue background being formed of
Echeveria, Senecio and Sedum, with the letters being made from Begonia
semperflorens 'Heaven White'.
Landscape contractors, Talbot Farm, were engaged to change the profile
of the beds which required the addition of more soil and the forming of a
turfed retaining bank at the rear. Planting was managed and conducted
by OCS managers, gardeners and apprentices from Hyde Park
and Kensington Gardens, in conjunction with the team at St James’s Park,
with the gardening team being led by Alison McAtamney. Advice and
support was provided by the St James's Park management team. Planting The Royal Parks
of the NHS beds took six days to complete and it was considered fitting that as many as possible of those involved
who were able to should gather for one final clap for the NHS to celebrate its 72nd Birthday on 5 July.
It is believed to be the first time since World War I that the tradition of planting red geraniums in all the beds has
been altered, and I have to admit, that due to nervousness, I had not sought palace advice on this change of
tradition, but I was confident that it would meet with approval. The NHS flowerbeds will remain until midSeptember. Following this the Memorial Gardens will be filled with 50,000 yellow wallflowers and red tulips, ready
for next spring.

Anne-Marie Craven, a member of the Friends of Regent’s Park and Primrose
Hill, considers the park during the lockdown
The Friends have a new chairman and some new members on the committee, all of whom have
been very active in the months up to and during lockdown. A new website is being created and
the chairman sends monthly updates on what has been happening in the park.
In spite of the reduced park staff under manager Nick Biddle, a huge amount of major work has
been done; sorting out irrigation and other water problems in Avenue Gardens, and the
installation of charming topiary in Queen Mary’s
Gardens. Apparently during this planting, which required serious
digging, some of the foundations of the glasshouses of the Royal Botanic
Society were discovered (relayed by a Friend who was involved in the
work). The Society’s departure in 1932 (it had opened in 1839) was
caused by lack of funds to cope with the increase in the cost of a new
lease. At least Queen Mary made sure that the gardens should continue
to entertain the public. Allowing her name to be used was a great help.
The picture shows the Botanic Garden’s glasshouses in their heyday.
Sadly, the AGM, which should have taken place just after the lockdown, was cancelled. The Open Air Theatre in the
park will not be airing its productions this year, nor will concerts take place at the bandstand, part of the
Marylebone Music Festival. Several Friends have volunteered to help at these weekend events in the last few years.
Of course, all the cafés have been closed as well.
The allotment garden is looking terrific; all down to the volunteers, some of whom are Friends. Another Friend
works a great deal in the Secret Garden. This, however, has had to close because of the difficulties of ensuring
social distancing. But the rest of the park has clearly been a haven for Londoners, both locals and those who have
come by bicycle, picnicking and generally doing remarkably well in social distancing. It has been a relief for some of
the Friends, however, that the police have been keeping a watch over some of the trickier spots in the park.
The good news is that Will to Win, the tennis club in the park, is now open, as is the café, and the Regent’s bar and
restaurant has also opened for business.
Finally, while walking in the park in early May I spotted police standing guard on this
air ambulance in order to keep potential onlookers at a distance. It had landed early in
the morning on Gloucester Green, delivering a very sick little boy who was collected by
a road ambulance crew to take him to Great Ormond Street Hospital.
Subsequent to Anne-Marie writing this article, The Regent’s Park Open Air Theatre is
opening with a production of Jesus Christ Superstar on 14 August 2020.
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Ron Crompton, chair of the Friends of Richmond Park, looks at how their
many activities went from real to virtual
A couple of weeks before the lockdown we began to wind down our volunteer activities; litter
picking, conservation work, Visitor Centre and Discoverers children’s nature programme. We
cancelled our speaker meetings, walks and AGM, and moved online all our communications
with members and the public. Many volunteers wanted to continue, but when the lockdown
came they accepted the inevitable.
To help people (members and the public) get through the lockdown, we adapted parts of our
Year of the Tree activities to be downloadable from our website; a ‘tree of the month’ for children with information
on a tree species and where to find it in Richmond Park, a series of nine downloadable one-mile tree walks, and a
photo competition.
We also published weekly quizzes about Richmond Park
on our website https://www.frp.org.uk/ (right); the first
four general knowledge and the next four on particular
topics – trees, birds, invertebrates and history. We were
surprised at how popular they were. Some of them had
3,000 visits on our website and we had emails from
members saying they were doing them with family and
friends live on Zoom calls! We also increased the
frequency of our e-bulletin to members to fortnightly
and the posts on our Facebook page, to keep everyone in
touch with what was happening in the park.

Cecily Eltringham talks about being an apprentice on the Royal Parks
Apprenticeship Scheme
I am now coming to the end of my time as a Royal Parks apprentice and OCS employee
at Hyde Park, and it is under the shadow of a pandemic that I prepare for the next
stage in my horticultural journey as a diploma student at Kew Gardens. Parks have
been the single constant for many during the past few months, myself included, and I
have never more profoundly felt the impact that the work that we do can have on
people’s lives. As a result I have also found myself reflecting a good deal upon what
the Royal Parks have meant to me over the past two years and think now is the
perfect moment to share some positives from my time here.
My apprenticeship has not only been a valuable career step, but a truly enjoyable experience. Being able to practise
what I study every day has made me both a better student and a better gardener. The scheme is a fantastic
opportunity to gain qualifications at a reputable college that are well-respected within the industry, and to gain
work experience at one of London’s most high profile and well-loved green spaces. The gardeners that I work
alongside in the park are highly skilled and so committed to helping me become a better and more confident
gardener. They are supportive and encouraging, and truly passionate about what they do, and I am constantly
inspired working alongside them.
This apprenticeship has also afforded me many additional opportunities along the way. Personal highlights have
included designing and planting my own bed in Hyde Park, attending the Rose Garden masterclasses at Greenwich
Park, working in the nursery at Hyde Park, being student governor at Capel Manor College, organising a plant sale
to raise money for Perennial, speaking at the Kew Gardens masterclass and unveiling the commemorative World
War I plaque in Brompton Cemetery. I have been able to explore so much of the industry in my time with The Royal
Parks and these experiences have been invaluable in helping me discover the path that I want to follow in the
future.
I think one of the most important things that has been instilled in me as a Royal Parks apprentice is a deep
appreciation for the value of well-maintained, publicly-accessible green space. Working in a park is unique in that
we are operating in a space that is both steeped in history and culturally dynamic. We are constantly challenged by
the pressures of providing an engaging space for a public with many and diverse demands, whilst also bearing the
(Continued on page 7)
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responsibility of playing
custodian to a place
with a great deal of
heritage. I like to think
of parks as the front
lines of horticulture as,
in contrast to much of
the rest of the
horticultural industry,
parks are free at the
point of access and so
draw an audience from
a multitude of
backgrounds. It is, of
Cecily tending the roses in
course, exciting knowing
Hyde Park’s Rose Garden
that my work will be
seen by, and bring joy to, hundreds of thousands of
people, but I have always derived the most satisfaction
from knowing that what we do is reaching many people
who might not have the opportunity or the inclination
to visit gardens for which they have to pay. It is an
experience that has been both incredibly gratifying,
and oddly humbling, and has taught me the valuable
lesson that horticulture is not just about plants, it’s
about people.
I am leaving this apprenticeship filled with anticipation
for the future, knowing that I have had the best
possible start in my career. I am truly grateful to
everyone who made it happen.

While the gardens have
been quiet, we’ve taken a
few moments from
weeding the roses to
admire the exceptionally
clear view from the centre
beds, all the way to
Windsor Castle; the
clearest we’ve ever seen it.
Putting aside the many
environmental benefits this
time has brought the park
‘Where do I start?’ Sophia
and its gardens, I have
tackles the herbaceous
missed working with the
border at Pembroke Lodge
whole team every day.
Since working on a rota and in pairs for the most part,
the banter and silly jokes have been greatly missed; John
tripping over his own feet, witnessing nettle tickle fights
between Harry and Dan, and all of us making fun of
Karl’s bald spot or reminiscing about the time he
thought he saw a goat amongst the deer – a story which
always brings on a fit of giggles amongst the lot of us. I
am looking forward to everyone returning, especially
those who make working in the park fun and always full
of laughter.
I’ll be moving on to study for the Kew Diploma in
September, and I have to say that what I will miss most
from working in Richmond Park are the ever-sosupportive and compassionate staff I work with. I would
not have made it through the sometimes stressful times
without them; if anyone is looking to begin a career in
horticulture this is a good place to start.

Sophia Moseley, apprentice at
Pembroke Lodge in Richmond Park,
enjoys the quiet life

The Guild congratulates Cecily and Sophia on being
accepted on the Kew Diploma in Horticulture course.

I have enjoyed hearing the
birds over the planes and
traffic running through the
park. I have to admit that
having the gardens to
ourselves has had its
upsides.

In the last issue we reported on the apprentice/trainee
Discovery Day held at the Royal Botanic Gardens Kew in
November 2019; to see a video of the day put together
by some of the apprentices who attended, go to https://
youtu.be/oAF2Es_a8GI

The squirrels are enjoying daily games of uninterrupted
kiss chase all over the lawns. We can nourish the new
cherry trees without worrying about giving the public
an unwanted shower; sprinklers have been everywhere
during the hot weather. The only animals suffering are
the pesky jackdaws who usually steal their snacks off
your plate or, if you’re really unlucky, right out of your
hands. Outside the gardens the parakeets have been
having a whale of a time swooping across the road right
in front of early morning joggers, and blue tit fledglings
have been emerging from the safety of their nests and
wandering down an empty drive, surviving and diving
into a laurel hedge.
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Showtime: 70 years of Royal Parks floral magic by Mike Fitt
May is the month for the staging of the Chelsea Flower
Show, visited by thousands of people and seen by
millions on television. Sadly, this year the show was
cancelled, scuppered by the coronavirus pandemic.
This is the first time since the Second World War that
the show hasn’t taken place.
The Royal Parks has been exhibiting at RHS shows since
the late 1950s when Simpson Millar Gault became park
superintendent at The Regent’s Park and began
exhibiting at the RHS Westminster shows. In the late
1960s onwards, the
Royal Parks went on to
stage various floral
displays at the Chelsea
Flower Show until 1991.
Pictured (left) is former
park superintendent, Jim
Buttress VMH, working
on the 1989 exhibit
which was awarded a gold medal by the RHS.
Since then the Royal Parks has created garden features
at several Hampton Court Flower Shows, a notable first
being a Garden in a Skip, exhibited in 2007.
In 1984 the first UK
garden festival took
place in Liverpool, a
regeneration scheme
led by the then
Secretary of State,
Michael Heseltine. Here
the Royal Parks, which
at that time included the Hampton Court Palace estate,
created a garden full of plants, featuring original 17th
and 18th century statues (above). Various garden
festivals followed and the Royal Parks took part in
them, all bar the last one held at Ebbw Vale in 1992.
Some flower shows and garden festivals featured a
contribution from the Royal Parks apprentices,
supported and mentored by parks staff.

of the Chelsea flower show. As part of this all the
individual Royal Parks got together with the London
Wildlife Trust to create a wildlife feature garden
called ‘The Wild Side of Town’. As well as taking part
in flower shows and garden festivals, the Royal Parks
team was well known for its staging of floral displays
at public events and exhibitions such as the mini park
which was built for the 1992 Food and Farming
exhibition held in Hyde Park.
The creative talents of the Royal Parks horticulturists
remain undiminished and, although there have been
no major Chelsea show gardens created in recent
years, their greenfingered skills have
fashioned floral
displays for a variety
of events held in the
parks. The small
wildlife garden made
for the visit of her
Majesty the Queen
to the 2012 Diamond Jubilee celebrations held in
Richmond Park, for example, was a joint project
between the Guild, parks staff and parks contractors,
involving the Royal Parks apprentices (above).
A garden was also
created by apprentices
for the 2016 Royal
Parks/Royal Parks Guild
horticultural show held
on the British Summer
Time concert site in
Hyde Park (right).
Latterly there have been
some amazing, threedimensional, floral
sculptures produced in
several of the Royal
Parks. These included
the giant floral crown which was formed in St
James’s Park during 2012, another Queen's Diamond
Jubilee tribute. This was followed by the topiary
cyclists racing through massed carpet bedding, again
in St James’s Park, celebrating the 2014 Tour de
France, part of which took place in the UK.

In 1999 the Royal Parks held its very own flower show,
staged in The Regent’s Park (above), a smaller version
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Simon Richards, park manager at Richmond Park, talks about continuing a
long-standing Royal Parks tradition
When I joined the Royal Parks in 1985, it was still the time of their great annual gardening
displays at Chelsea, as well as the time of the garden festivals. As an assistant
superintendent at Hyde Park I had little to do directly with any of this activity, although I
do remember a trek to Gateshead to see the garden created there. Following that and
privatisation of the labour force, things became rather more difficult; there was still a
desire to be able to push the Royal Parks out on to the national and international stage
but the logistics became rather harder.
In the 1990s show gardens were produced for the two Festivals of Food and Farming that
took place in Hyde Park and then, in 1999, a wildlife garden, with a lake, was created for
The Regent’s Park Flower Show.

Royal Parks show garden displayed at 1992 Food
and Farming exhibition in Hyde Park
(above and below)

When I moved to Richmond Park in 1997, I was keen to try to
preserve some sort of presence at RHS shows at Vincent Square,
Westminster. The gardeners at the Isabella Plantation, led
successively by Jane Braham and Jo Scrivener, have always
enjoyed staging exhibits in the various competitive classes at the
RHS London shows; mostly the spring shows with exhibits from
our Camellia and Rhododendron collections or the autumn shows
with a wider range of trees and shrubs chosen for autumn
colour. Regrettably, but understandably, the RHS has now
dispersed its shows widely across the country which has
rendered it very difficult to justify attendance. We have most
recently managed to get to shows at the Savill Garden and
Wisley, and we can only hope that these can continue as it is not
only great fun to exhibit alongside the other great gardens, but a
real benefit to our apprentices who we will always try and take
along as an eye opener into the wider world of horticulture.

Selina Tan (apprentice), Nigel Smallwood, Sophia Moseley
(apprentice) and Garry Scarffe

Robert Kirkham (apprentice), Sharon Evans and
Yann Valentin display the trophies awarded by the
British Iris Society

Many years ago we inherited a collection of tall bearded Iris from
a retiring nurseryman in west London. We lined these out at
Pembroke Lodge and over the years they have formed part of
the garden displays there. This collection has been curated by
Sharon Evans, who has now moved on to Bushy Park, but in the
process of exhibiting Iris at the British Iris Society shows at
Wisley, Sharon has become rather a lynchpin of the society. As
can be seen from the accompanying photograph, her forays to
these shows have not come back empty-handed! Long may we
continue to be able to show off!
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Graham Dillamore, gardens and estates operations manager at the Historic
Royal Palaces charity, describes the impact of the coronavirus pandemic at
Hampton Court Palace
Just as spring was starting to show itself we found ourselves in the middle of the most
dramatic and catastrophic moments we are ever likely to experience. Hampton Court
Palace and its glorious gardens have been tended by teams of gardeners for over 500
years. Monarchs have come and gone, styles have changed and the palace has faced some
uncertainty over its governance but throughout those changing times its gardeners have
remained steadfast and up to any challenge.
It all seemed to happen so quickly didn’t it? One moment our 50-strong team, including
our nursery and Home Park teams, were busy preparing for our Tudor festival and indoor
florimania, the next we were considering how we could all work two metres apart. I busily prepared a roster that
only allowed approximately a third of our workforce on site at any one time and we ran with it for two days. No
sooner had we done that than a new word came into our vocabulary: furlough. I had to Google it at first, as did
others I suspect. The word was used in every sentence for the last few days of March.
Historic Royal Palaces is an independent charity that looks after the Tower of London, Hampton Court Palace, the
Banqueting House, Kensington Palace, Kew Palace and Hillsborough Castle. The key word here is independent,
meaning financially independent and not having any financial support from any government body. Our only source
of income is from our paying customers or our other business activities. On 21 March that business came to a
shuddering halt and all of our properties were closed. This decision to close was closely followed by a decision to
furlough 80% of our staff including gardeners.
We had to preserve our historic plant collections, including the famous
grape vine. That’s been here since 1768 and I wasn’t going to give up on
that or walk away from the other 60 acres of formal gardens. We had to
keep going to try and stay on top of our lawns and borders or they would
be beyond salvage when we got back. I managed to keep a team of eight
gardeners (left), including me, on the payroll. We worked as one team, not
in regional gangs but just one collective group that’s flexible, mobile, agile
and multi-tasking.
No customers meant no money so we had to cancel 90% of our bedding
not only because of our difficult financial situation, but without the
majority of our staff here on site we would not be able to plant out for the summer. We needed to be inventive and
creative with what we could do for summer. I was determined that we should have a summer display this year. We
moved some exotics around into the Pond Gardens, quickly planted out some perennials into flower beds and
managed to rustle up some annual flower seed mix (right) which
we sowed into our big flower beds on the east front.

Some days it all seemed too much for us, just cutting the vast lawns
was a challenge, but then we got our noses in front, kept focused
on our plan and turned the corner in the middle of May.
I am not sure if you can ever lose
control of a garden but we came
close. Now we’ve bounced back,
still only got 10 staff, but by the
end of June this famous and
extraordinary garden is ready to
greet its visitors once more.
When we return, being an
independent charity, we will need
our visitors’ support more than
ever.
Even the statues were
furloughed
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David and Claire Ivison, Guild researchers, interview Phil Edwards, the new
park manager at Bushy Park
On 21 May we met with Phil Edwards, the newly-installed manager of Bushy Park, to
record his initial thoughts after his first few weeks in the job.
For the past year Phil has worked as assistant manager at The Regent’s Park. Before
that he spent 15 years at Windsor Great Park, managing their woodland, horticultural
displays and deer park. All these places are in marked contrast to the volcanic soil of
the area of New Zealand in which he was brought up. Phil believes each Royal Park has
a ‘feel’ that sets it apart and, even before his interview for the job, he considered that
Bushy Park had a ‘local’ feel. This view was reinforced when he toured the park in his
first few weeks and started talking to visitors; he found most of them were interested,
polite and understanding, which made him proud to be part of the management team.

Taking over in a period of social restrictions has meant Phil has had to amend his pre-planned ideas. This lockdown
has, however, allowed time for him to take stock of current park practices and produce an approach for change.
Together with other disciplines in The Royal Parks, and help from local voluntary groups, he would like to
methodically go through any improvement proposals and devise a plan for the park that will be both easy to
maintain and not too elaborate to execute. Phil considers the Woodland Gardens to be one of the jewels in the
park and an area where he and Sharon Evans, the head gardener, will concentrate on improving.
Phil is also keen to manage the park’s heritage. There are many structures, buildings and artefacts dotted around
the park that are, or could become in the future, important features in the story of the park. He agrees that these
features should not be removed or changed without first assessing their heritage value. His philosophy is that we
are only custodians of the land and it should be passed on to future generations in the same or better condition
than we found it. Following the monetary and movement restrictions currently in place because of the pandemic,
any changes will take longer to achieve. However, Phil is so proud of being the park manager, and his enthusiasm
for the job and optimism so infectious, that we are sure he will make his mark on the park.

Colin Muid, chair of the Friends of Bushy and Home Parks, considers
lockdown on his patch
For the first time in many years I have been watching spring arrive every day in my
garden. Locked down, I have been unable to visit Bushy and Home Parks very much as
they are a bit too far away to get to the gates, let alone have a good walk in their
environs. Despite being unable to get to the parks, as chair of the Friends I have been
busier than ever. One reason being that the parks are providing much-needed solace and
space for the many people who do not have gardens, or who simply want somewhere to
exercise outside. That means many newcomers to the parks, or at least newly using the
parks on weekdays, not just weekends. Home Park has been discovered! Those of us who
have known of its secret charms for years now find that there are cyclists, runners and
dog walkers who previously were unaware of it. As for Bushy Park, it has become a
favourite place for south west London residents who can no longer drive to Richmond
Park or ride their bikes there. The consequence is our two parks have become even more popular. Popularity
means someone will have something to complain about: insufficient social distancing; too much sweating and hard
breathing by runners; not enough signage telling people what not to do; not enough space given at gates; and so
on. I receive a constant supply of such observations.
I have not been alone in that. Phil Edwards arrived as the new manager for Bushy Park just after Easter. He started
just as the lockdown and furlough hit us. Instead of starting with his team of staff and contractors, he was suddenly
faced with working almost alone. He found himself dealing daily with the observations from the increased numbers
of park users, the same as me. Phil has a balanced view of how the park should be seen to serve community needs,
while also ensuring conservation of its nature. This philosophy, and because of our sharing the duty of response to
park users who express firm opinions, means that Phil and I are getting on very well.
The Friends are profoundly grateful to the staff of the two parks for their efforts to keep the areas open and safe
for us. They may not be immediately recognised as essential workers in the media and by official pronouncements
but, by Jove, they are! Without the parks we would all be going insane; as well as getting fatter.
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Simon Richards, park manager, talks about Richmond Park during lockdown
I am writing this on a gloriously sunny summer evening with the sun setting behind
the limes and chestnuts that surround Ladderstile Gate on the southern edge of
Richmond Park. The setting sun is catching the tall purple flowers of Salvia nemorosa
‘Caradonna’ and illuminating the seed heads of Stipa gigantea. What could possibly
be better!
It is probably fair to say that this year ranks alongside the Olympic Games in terms of
challenges that the Royal Parks has faced in the last 20 or so years, only this time we
are trying to manage with a diminished staff and virtually no income. Richmond Park
has never been busier and every day feels like a bank holiday. Thousands of new
visitors have thronged to all of our parks, but unlike the central parks which are
geared up for the numbers, we have struggled to manage the increase in people. Last
month, for instance, saw a fourfold increase of litter dropped in the park. We had to
restrict first cars, then cyclists.

For eight weeks the pedestrian public had the roads to themselves
and the roads filled up with young families with small children able to
take their first tentative steps on bicycles in a very safe environment.
We have learnt that it is very quick to be able to change social
messages online, but it takes rather longer to produce signs and erect
them at every one of our 11 entrance gates; all having to be done late
in the evening to maintain social distancing, of course! There have
been times when Richmond Park is full; this takes some doing and,
coinciding with the deer birthing season, has meant that we have
faced significant challenges with the deer who have had little quiet
space at times.

Initially we closed the gardens at Isabella Plantation and Pembroke
Lodge, due to concerns about distancing. Whilst we have now opened
up Pembroke Lodge, Isabella remains closed. I hope that some of you will have seen the online drone footage that
we were able to capture within Isabella at the peak of the season. In addition Jo Scrivener, who manages day to day
garden operations, has taken to Instagram to publish regular updates (above left) from our plant collections along
with Selina Tan, one of our excellent apprentice gardeners.
Amongst all this change, the park continues to be managed. Last
winter we planted significantly more trees than normal. At the time
of lockdown the park resembled a swamp, but in eight weeks we
have transitioned into a drought; so a lot of effort is being expended
on tree watering. Elsewhere the summer bedding goes in as normal
so that hopefully our efforts in horticultural display will continue to
delight some of our new visitors.
It is a shame that the proposed Guild visit in April was cancelled, but
we look forward to a time soon when we can welcome you all again.
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Guild member, Jennifer Adams, remembers the Great Storm of 1987 when
the Royal Parks faced a different challenge
The Royal Parks have suffered many setbacks over their 500 year existence. Despite what seems calamitous at the
time, they always recover eventually. Sometimes a threat results in positive changes that would otherwise not have
happened.
The Great Storm of 1987 was one such event. At that time the park lodges
were occupied by parks staff and I lived in New Lodge as superintendent of
Central Royal Parks. It was usual to have two storms a year that would bring
trees down; one in October and one in January. I was not surprised to be
woken by the sound of breaking glass and, upon investigation, find that a huge
plane tree had come down and hit the front of the house, taking out the
windows and blocking the front door. The sound of the wind was horrendous
and, as it was the early hours and dark, I secured the internal doors and
attempted to go back to sleep which proved impossible. When it got light I
contacted Simon Richards, who at that time was superintendent of Hyde Park,
and explained what had happened and that I couldn’t get out of the house. He told me that he was also in trouble
as a horse chestnut tree had come through his roof.
Fortunately, there were drivers and chainsaw users in various lodges, so they
were able to get Simon out of his lodge and me out of mine. We then set about
assessing priorities. Amazingly, despite the weather, some regular dog walkers
and joggers were out as usual, not realising that huge trees were unstable and
falling without warning. Our first task was to shut the pedestrian gates and stop
anyone else getting in and then persuade those that were in to leave. We then
deployed staff to start clearing the trees which had fallen from the park and
were blocking Bayswater Road and Park Lane. Fortunately, although the
situation was still dangerous, the weather conditions were improving.
Similar actions were being taken in other parks. It became clear that we were
going to need a lot of help to get the parks into a fit state to open. There were
no tree contractors available for obvious reasons; so we hired 50 casual
labourers from the labour exchange to help cut up brushwood and move it to
the paths to be collected and disposed of. The vast quantity of material meant
that the only option was to take it to the Parade Ground and have a huge
bonfire. The City of Westminster was also in trouble as they had nowhere to
take their material; so we agreed they could put it on our bonfire, provided
that their contractor would move the large tree butts that we did not have the
equipment to handle. The bonfire burned for many weeks.
I wondered whether we could sell any of the timber and rapidly learnt about the timber trade. We managed to find
a timber merchant who was prepared to process the tree trunks so that we could sell the timber. There were some
trees such as cherry and walnut which were valuable for making furniture and musical instruments, but most of the
trees were London plane and that had limited uses. The timber processors were also wary of damaging their
machinery on any shrapnel that might be present as the result of wartime bombing. Fortunately we did manage to
sell most of the timber, rather than burn it. In all 1,000 mature trees came down across the Central Royal Parks
(Hyde, Kensington, Green and St James’s).
Once the clear up was well underway we looked at replanting and realised that we had a golden opportunity to
reassess the treescape. Rather than replace one tree for each one lost, which is what had been happening for
decades, we could use the opportunity to restore some of the historic planting features such as the Great Bow in
Kensington Gardens, and look at the spatial arrangements of the original Nash layout in St James’s Park and restore
them. It was fortunate that we had some excellent historical surveys which had been produced by landscape
consultants, LUC, and they were able to help us with elements of the research.

Having lost large numbers of elms to Dutch elm disease in the 1970s, and then large number of planes due to the
storm, the park landscapes were changed considerably but it did lead to a much more carefully considered policy of
tree planting.
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David Ivison, project lead, reports on the end of the Royal Parks Guild/Royal
Parks partnership project which commemorated the 100th anniversary of
World War I and the role played by the Royal Parks
March 2020 marked the end of our collaborative World War I project with The Royal Parks. Following five years of
research and eight major events, it concluded with the completion of an evaluation and summary report. However,
due to the restrictions brought about by the coronavirus pandemic, the submission of the report to the National
Lottery Heritage Fund was delayed until the end of June. Together with the Guild’s Battlefields to Butterflies project,
and collaboration with several other groups, especially the 10th Essex Living History Group, the Royal Hospital
Chelsea, Historic Royal Palaces, the Postal Museum, the Holly Lodge Centre, the Worshipful Company of Gardeners,
Bluebird Boats, J & L Gibbons and the Field Studies Council; we achieved a fantastic amount and left a legacy for the
parks to use in the future.
In terms of numbers, we estimate that 33,000 people visited our events, the project provided over 2,400 student/
pupil sessions for 37 different organisations, and 114 volunteer posts, giving over 8,500 hours of work, were
created. One aspect of the project appeared on national television, I was interviewed on Radio London twice and
two of our events were included in the national commemorative book of the First World War published by the
Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport. All those who helped in the project should be very proud of the
effort put in, the time spent, and the results achieved.
To view the Guild’s publication ‘The Royal Parks in the Great War’ go to www.trpg.org.uk and click on the history
tab. Here are some photographic memories of the events that we hosted during the project.
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Chelsea Pensioners and the Royal Parks Guild get innovative about working
together during the coronavirus pandemic by Allan McLaren, head of
corporate and business development at the Royal Hospital Chelsea
The Royal Hospital Chelsea has been the iconic location of the RHS Chelsea
Flower Show for over 100 years. To celebrate the long connection with the
show and to underline our commitment to our own historic gardens, as well
as the horticulture industry in general, we have teamed up with the Royal
Parks Guild to launch a new, intergenerational initiative called Growing
Generations.
The scheme, which began in 2019, aims to underline the importance and benefits of all ages working together and
sharing their knowledge, experience and skills. Using this year’s Growing Generations theme, ‘Say it with Plants’,
horticulture apprentices and trainees, assisted by green-fingered Chelsea Pensioners, will get creative by being
encouraged to design an imaginative, thought-provoking, three-dimensional structure, as a container display,
featuring plants and decorative items. The entrants are being asked to create a display which interprets the notion
of ‘what horticulture means to me’. Other Chelsea Pensioners will also be joining in by crafting prize winner awards
in ceramics, designing certificates of excellence, growing plants for the winning entries and, quite possibly, entering
their own container displays.

Recognising the impossibility of bringing people together during these uncertain times, this free-to-enter design
competition is completely virtual, with the winning entries being created and displayed, for real, next year. The
Growing Generations project and `Say it with Plants’ competition is a new venture which was inspired by the
previous innovative, intergenerational collaboration between The Royal Hospital Chelsea and the Royal Parks
Guild. The two organisations focused on the benefits of working together through the ‘Battlefields to Butterflies’
project (see the video of the event produced for the Guild by David Domoney at https://www.trpg.org.uk/what-we
-do/events.php). This saw Chelsea Pensioners and horticultural apprentices and trainees come together, through
gardening and sharing of ideas, to commemorate the 100th anniversary of World War I, in 2018. Guided by a series
of interactive workshops, the students and Chelsea Pensioners helped plan, design and grow plants for a muchacclaimed, commemorative World War I landscape exhibit, which was created in partnership with Historic Royal
Palaces, and displayed at the 2018 RHS Hampton Court Palace Flower Show. Competition entries will be judged by
experts from the horticultural industry. The best 12 entries, from two categories, will be invited to construct their
designs within the grounds of the Royal Hospital Chelsea, during the RHS Chelsea Flower Show in 2021, when an
overall winner will be chosen. The closing date for entering the competition is Friday 14 August 2020. For details
contact Mike Fitt at competition@trpg.org.uk
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Peter Scott, director at Bluebird Boats, sends us a bulletin from the high seas!
I was asked by Mike Fitt for reflections on operating during these challenging times, and the
answer was “We have not operated”!
Bluebird Boats is amongst many thousands of businesses in the UK who have seen their
revenues plunge from normal to zero, overnight, and I have felt very fortunate that we operate
in the UK where we have had excellent support from the government. We were able to
immediately furlough staff and with a small top-up were able to continue paying their wages. As
well as the obvious benefits for them, this has meant that we can retain their valuable skills and
‘Royal Parks’ expertise for when we come to reopen.
We have followed the Royal Parks’ lead - the parks provide healthy physical exercise for parks’ users and
contribute to mental health and wellbeing; so initially we tried very hard to remain open. But this was not possible,
following the government’s announcement to close on 23 March. The Royal Parks Board have been very supportive
of concession operators such as ourselves, offering rent holidays and other means of support where appropriate.
There is no doubt that it will take up to several years to recover financially and it is critical that services to park
users can continue uninterrupted.
It has been fascinating, from our bird’s eye view at the Boat House, to observe park
users’ behaviour during lockdown, and as you may see from the accompanying
photograph (left) although the park looks busy, people are in fact taking care to
keep their distance from each other. Surprisingly, despite people taking careful
daily exercise, the park has been peacefully quiet (Jason Taylor, the park manager,
may not agree with me!).
During this time a team of police divers have been in the
Serpentine looking for a weapon; our boating staff have
rediscovered the lost jeep which was driven onto the Serpentine ice in winter and left to
settle on the mud when the ice melted (in the 1970s). Interestingly, there has been some
‘Monet-esque’ bathing at Battersea Park (right) where we also provide boating facilities.
Otherwise, all quiet.
It is a privilege to have a business which operates in Greenwich Park and Hyde Park, both
beautiful Royal Parks (I have allowed a little bias here). We are very much looking forward
to reopening and one day operating again to provide a waterborne experience to visitors
to the parks.
Wishing you and your families and businesses the very best over the next 24 months from Peter Scott and the Hyde
Park boating team.
Subsequent to Peter writing this article, the boating lakes at Hyde Park and Greenwich Park have now been opened.

‘The Royal Parks: succession and survival’ - a virtual talk by
Guild member Richard Flenley
Richard was asked by the Friends of the Landscape Archive at Reading (FOLAR) to give a
virtual talk on The Royal Parks. He looks back at the many incremental changes that have
taken place in the Royal Parks throughout the 20th century, both losses and gains. FOLAR is a
lively friends group dedicated to raising the profile
and use of the Landscape Institute archive and library housed at the
Museum of English Rural Life at the University of Reading.
“As the sun comes up for another day there is inevitably strong public
expectation that, despite the pressures, the parks will continue to be up
to the mark, on duty, in fine fettle and faithful to their respective
heritages.”
The talk is now available to view at: https://youtu.be/VqsPdgIxC7w
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Robert Colicci, director, tells us about the challenges of operating catering
concessions in the Royal Parks during the lockdown
The Colicci business has been operating within the Royal Parks for
over 30 years, but it is in the last five years when the business has
transitioned into the artisan family brand it has now become. The
last two years have seen Colicci invest heavily; firstly, in
transforming the outlets within Hyde (left) and St James’s Parks
which are more akin to sculptures than catering kiosks, and then,
more recently, we have completed a very considered and
sympathetic scheme transforming the Serpentine Lido café.
As a result of the exciting projects recently completed, the
coronavirus pandemic has hit the business at a bad time. The
seasonality of operating within the parks together with the timing
of the outbreak has meant losing key months of trade.
The signs were very much there at the beginning of March when trade levels in central London dropped below 50%
of normal. The compound effect of a seven-week lockdown over April and May has turned what was meant to be a
year of consolidation into the toughest period in our 40 years of trading.
With that said, Colicci did not waste time in lockdown,
ensuring we were ready to be one of the first operators to
reopen; and we were, opening for take away in some sites
on 15 May and capitalising on the good weather in time
for the bank holiday weekend. It was a good start to what
is to be a very long road to recovery, however, there is
light at the end of the tunnel. With open spaces being
regarded as places of safety, Colicci are optimistic we will
be one of the first in the sector to fully bounce back.
Best wishes to all those who love and support London’s
iconic Royal Parks.

Ernie, Josephine and Robert Colicci

Adam Stoter, technical assistant at Greenwich Park, explains the role he plays
in supporting the Royal Parks apprentices
After completing my Royal Parks apprenticeship in 2017, I successfully applied to be part of the
Greenwich Park Revealed project. I have been working on day-to-day park management and on
our successful Heritage Lottery bid to enhance Greenwich Park’s historic and natural heritage,
and opportunities for the local community. I am excited to say, I now also manage The Royal
Parks Apprenticeship Scheme, which is very special to me and I will give my all to enhance the
experience for our apprentices.
The apprentices have recently redesigned the entrance to the Rose
Garden in Greenwich after working with The Royal Parks landscape
architects, garden designers and rose experts over the course of
three workshops. The apprentices have now planted the new beds in
Greenwich Park which look wonderful. I hope to organise more
projects like this and it would be great to have similar projects in the
other Royal Parks.
Despite the challenges faced during this pandemic, the dedication
and sacrifice of our front-line park professionals, ensuring our parks
remain a safe and clean sanctuary for the public to enjoy, must be applauded. It has been heart-warming to see our
parks so well used, bringing genuine value to the lives of our visitors. It has highlighted the innate connection with
nature we all have. Rapid urbanisation and advances in technology have disconnected society from nature and
now, during this pandemic, we have been reminded that all of our parks and green spaces are not just important
but are essential to the health and wellbeing of the people and wildlife of the UK.
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Andrew Williams, park manager at Kensington Gardens and Jason Taylor, park
manager at Hyde Park, give us their perspective on The Royal Parks as
restrictions are eased
This year has been a strange
one for all of us, to say the
least. Who would have thought
at the beginning of the year
that The Royal Parks (TRP)
would be enforcing social
distancing rules across the
spring and summer months
Jason Taylor
due to a global pandemic, that
we would be cancelling British Summer Time, and
closing North Carriage Drive to allow the army to carry
out Covid-19 testing?
Although it seems strangely clichéd now, this period
can only be defined as unprecedented and for TRP, of
which Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens are included,
it has proven a monumental challenge with many
hurdles along the way. However, as we begin to look
back and reflect on the past few months it is safe to say
that the two parks have stood strong and proved their
resilience during these challenging times; something
both of us, as park managers, are proud to have got
through and been a part of. The two parks have never
been more valued, and it is a joy to see them being
used by so many people. To work in a public green
space during the Covid-19 crisis will certainly be
something to remember.
Since 23 March when Boris Johnson announced
lockdown in the UK, Hyde Park and Kensington
Gardens have been through a world of changes. From
eerily quiet avenues and empty cafés to completely
packed lawns full of either picnic goers or protestors.
The dynamic and rapid changes seen in the two parks
have been quite incredible, and TRP staff and
contractors have had to adapt at every corner,
adjusting policies and reacting quickly to whatever
came our way.

The Royal Parks

After the decision was made to enter into lockdown
the two parks were stripped down to their basic
functions overnight. Everything from catering, boating,
Serpentine Swimming Club, public toilets, playgrounds,
personal trainers, volunteering programmes, small
events, gun salutes and galleries were closed or
ceased. People were only allowed to visit the park for
exercise and police would patrol, enforcing
government measures. As time went by and Covid-19
cases began to plateau the restrictions began to ease,
allowing specific activities to recommence. Catering
concessions reopened, but only for takeaway, as well
as the tennis courts and bowls. The Serpentine
Swimming Club was allowed to reopen but
unfortunately had to close again due to social
distancing issues. Public toilets are reopening under a
phased plan to meet safety requirements for staff and
visitors alike.

The Royal Parks

Most challenges have been shared between Hyde Park
and Kensington Gardens, although some have been
more specific to one individual park. Some joggers not
adhering to social distancing rules have proven difficult
to manage in Kensington Gardens, while unpredictable
protests have taken place in Hyde Park. Of course, both
of these activities would normally be more than
acceptable; outdoor exercise and the right to protest
but, as we have all seen, Covid-19 makes everything
much more complicated and difficult to manage.
Although each park is to an extent managed
separately, both remain part of TRP charity and
therefore any decisions, policies and messaging for
Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens has had to remain
cohesive and in line with the other parks. This has been
most apparent in the communication of lockdown rules
throughout the parks, although with government
advice constantly changing and lacking clarity this has
proven a challenge. Initially the message we placed on
signs and social media was to remain two metres apart,
(Continued on page 19)
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do not gather in groups and keep dogs on leads.
Preparations were even made for the closure of the
parks in the event of a stricter lockdown. As government
advice changed, we adapted our signage and messaging
appropriately. Now, as restrictions continue to ease,
TRP’s communications team has developed a new
#summerofkindness campaign, promoting three key
messages; ‘enjoy the park’, ‘be kind to others’ and
‘respect the environment’.
A positive response to Covid-19 has seen our teams
come together and work much more collaboratively,
providing advice and support for each other. This was
particularly evident during daily park manager meetings
that were set up from the beginning of lockdown to
provide updates and actions for each park in response to
emerging issues. These meetings have now been
reduced to twice a week, but they remain fundamental
for knowledge sharing between the parks.

this crisis and it will take a while to recover.

Not only has the lockdown shown how all of the parks
can work together effectively but it has also shown a
light on the flexibility, diligence and dedication of each
individual member of TRP, OCS (landscape maintenance)
and Vinci (facilities maintenance) staff. TRP made the
decision early on for all staff, apart from park operation
teams, to work from home until it is safe to come back
to the office, a date that is still undecided. Staff who
have continued to work in the park have limited
individual interaction by devising weekly rotas, and
ensuring hygiene and cleaning of surfaces are
maintained.

In addition to the office and home working policies, TRP
made the decision at the end of April to enter into the
government’s Furlough Scheme, reducing the number of
staff working by roughly a third. This proved difficult at
first having to adjust roles and share duties however,
Strong and clear leadership from TRP’s chief executive,
along with OCS and Vinci, individuals rose to the
Andrew Scattergood, and the director of parks, Tom
challenge. We still do not know exactly when our
Jarvis, have also been invaluable during difficult decision- colleagues will return to work but there is hope for some
making processes. The executive committee, which
time in August if social distancing can be implemented.
includes both Andrew and Tom, has met daily to provide Those of us who have remained in the parks throughout
updates on each department in TRP while developing
have had to work hard, but ultimately it has been a
short- and long-term plans. In addition, Andrew has led privilege to be allowed to continue working in such
monthly conferences for all TRP staff, detailing any
amazing spaces when others have
major decisions and answering specific questions. It is
had to remain at home. We are all
from these conferences that we have learnt of the
missing our colleagues and hope
significant financial impact of Covid-19 on the charity. As
they can return soon.
a result, all parks’ cyclical landscape improvement
budgets will be removed, and capital projects such as
See Andrew Williams’ video of
the Diana Memorial Playground refurbishment and
litter left in Kensington Gardens
pirate ship replacement will be re-evaluated. The
on a Saturday morning in June at
executive committee is currently developing various
the Royal Parks website, media
budget scenarios for the years ahead however, as with
centre, press releases page.
many organisations, TRP has taken a financial hit from

The Royal Parks band - our next history research project by David Ivison
During the lockdown I continued doing online park research through the British Newspaper Archive. One surprising
topic that regularly cropped up in the 1920s was the subject of the ‘famous’ Royal Parks band led by Charles
Godfrey. I had heard of them, but was amazed at how popular they were with regular radio broadcasts held from
the bandstand in Hyde Park. I hope to publish more about them in future editions of the newsletter.
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How well do you know Hyde Park and Kensington Gardens?
Each image shows a small part of a larger feature - name the feature. Is it in Hyde Park or Kensington Gardens?
Send your answers to: competition@trpg.org.uk or to Mike Fitt, 14 Nelson Place, Ryde, Isle of Wight PO33 2ET
A small prize will be awarded to the first correct entry drawn out of a hat on Friday 11 September
The correct answers will be available on the Guild website in late September: www.trpg.org.uk
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If you are a member and wish to see
coverage of the items found in this
newsletter, go to the Royal Parks Guild’s
website at www.trpg.org.uk and click on
the “Members’ area” tab or click HERE.
Fill in your email and password to gain
access and then click on the “past
events” tab, or explore the site.
If you have misplaced your login details
contact webmanager@trpg.org.uk and
revised login details will be sent to you.
If you wish to join the Guild you can go
to our online application form at
www.trpg.org.uk and click on the “join
us” tab.

